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Sources of Value in Mining
Introduction and overview
Much of the mining industry has been brought back to earth after the halcyon days of the late 2000’s. With
commodity prices cooling, and long standing investors un-impressed with low returns from “the greatest
boom the mining industry has seen”, existing players moved to protect profitability, shed non-core assets,
return capital to investors, and above all ensure their long term survival. Interestingly, at the same time,
billions of dollars of private and sovereign equity is being amassed outside the existing mining houses with
the intent of deployment in the resources industry, and more precisely to take advantage of the potentially
attractive asset prices that are expected to occur at the perceived impending cyclical low point. That is,
current owners are contracting, and new entrants are poised for action.
It is, therefore, timely to ask how do mining companies create value. From a value perspective, most mining
companies are essentially high capital, long term investors in mining assets, and where and when they
choose to deploy their capital critically shapes their ultimate investment fortunes. The following quote
neatly captures the essence of this challenge.

“The upshot is simple: to achieve superior investment returns, you have to hold non-consensus views
regarding value and they have to be accurate. That is not easy.” (Marks, 2011)

This intent of this paper is to promote discussion about what the core principles of sustainable value
creation in mining are. It is deliberately intended to be provocative and stimulate wider discussion, but
does not claim in anyway to be the definitive analytical treatise.
The reality is that there are many sources of value creation in mining, as there are in all industries, with the
ultimate choice critically dependent on natural advantages and the competencies that a business is
prepared to apply fully. Some “good practice” principles in mining value creation are also outlined, and the
intent of their inclusion is to highlight that while relatively straightforward, they are frequently overlooked
in practice, and businesses need to be constantly vigilant in their application. Finally broad reference is
made to implementation of value creation strategies as even a large proportion of the most appropriate
value creation strategies fail at this point.

How do mining companies create value?
Much can be learnt from how mining companies have created value in the past, and we have outlined in
Appendix 1 the broad areas of value creation we typically see in the industry. In interpreting this analysis,
two further questions need to be overlaid, firstly what is relevant to a firm’s particular situation, most
importantly its existing competencies and assets, and secondly how might value creation opportunities
shift due to future trends and events in the external environment.
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Before examining sources of value creation, it is necessary to clarify what we mean by value creation in
mining. Ultimately value is measured by discounting expected future cash flows, which loosely translates
into enterprise value, and then share price after liabilities are accounted for. This definition is broadly
accepted; however the complexity lies in the assumptions regarding future cash flows, and the capital
investments required to achieve these. This presents two problems. Firstly in mining, most value is
ultimately created through subsequent brownfield expansions, but this “option value” is often poorly
represented in initial mine valuations. Secondly, Mining is notoriously cyclical, and human beings are
universally prone to extrapolation, so expected value is almost always underestimated at low points in the
cycle, and overestimated at high points in the cycle (there are plenty of examples from the most recent
mining boom). The purpose of pointing out these issues is to highlight that rather than focusing on precise
definitions of value, it is probably more beneficial to focus on the uncertainties that arise in mining given
their relative impact.
When assessing the sources of value creation potential, it is an axiom that value upside potential comes
with value downside potential and the upside and downside are not always symmetrical. However, mining
is by definition an industry where incumbent assets are depleted, so calculated risk taking in pursuit of
value growth is an unavoidable part of the business, if the business is to be sustained – this is why mining
is seen as high risk by investors who look at a broad range of asset classes. The key to successful strategy
therefore is not so much about avoiding risk, but is in having the capability to manage the risk associated
with chosen growth pathways. For example, if growth is to be through acquisitions, then capital
management programs and knowledge of industry cycles are critical, or if growth is to be through managing
project developments, then risk management strategies for large capital projects should be a core
competency, and so on. Too often businesses are attracted to the value upside associated with a particular
growth pathway without the capability, to manage (or worse see) the associated risk.
The value areas from Appendix 1 are summarized in Figure 1 below in respect of their relative value
potential and perceived risk. These assessments are necessarily subjective, and require review once a
company’s strategy is more thoroughly analysed. However, several preliminary points can be offered:
-

The highest potential pay-off as part of a growth strategy is likely to be asset trades, but this is very
high risk without strict adherence to value guidelines, and strong awareness of place in the cycle (which
can be obscured by natural psychological biases within the decision making cadre).

-

Greenfields exploration is high value, but very high risk activity given the complexity and track record
of large projects, with no guaranteed pay-off.

-

Access or control of infrastructure is often the key to unlocking value and should be leveraged to
generate value at relatively low risk.

-

Both brown-field exploration and commercial innovation in marketing represent relatively low risk (cf.
Greenfields and asset acquisitions) means of increasing value that should be exploited where
incumbent position allows.
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-

Operations effectiveness remains an important factor in protecting value, but is unlikely to lead to the
magnitude of new value creation required for sustained growth.

Figure 1: Value creation sources in mining

The relative value sources described are not static but are impacted by changes in market and industry
trends, and in internal capabilities. A strand-out example of is shown in Figure 2, where the Chinese
infrastructure boom dramatically changed the value creation potential of mineral asset acquisitions in the
early part of the decade. Glencore-Xstrata, an avid acquirer of assets at the time (in many cases for access
to marketing rights) benefited hugely from this value shift.
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Figure 2: Changes in enterprise value over the last decade

So the question remains as to how future trends will impact the assessment of potential value sources.
Several points can be made. On asset trading: we may well be rapidly approaching the end of the Chinese
infrastructure boom, so the opportunity for purchasing quality assets at lower prices could again be
approaching, particularly if there is, as there has been in the past, an over correction. On strategic
marketing and trading: trading houses and private equity firms are already entering the asset ownership
side of the industry, so there is likely to be a shift in activity pertaining to strategic marketing and trading
as these entities look for new ways to create value. On technology: the industry has largely been untouched
by major technology shifts over the last few decades, but there are signs that change is incipient with many
step change technologies starting to mature.

Core principles in mining value creation
Given the inherent uncertainty of the external environment over the long time frames considered in mining
investments, the potentially very large “bets” typically made, and the inherent susceptibility of decision
makers to psychological biases (Stanway, Hart & Taylor, 2013), articulating and holding firm on a key set of
principles which guide strategic decision making is critical.
Combining collective experience in mining, with well-established value creation principles outlined by
successful investors and economists (Galbraith, 1990), (Hagstrom, 2004), (Marks, 2011), the following
principles are offered:
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Figure 3: Core principles in value creation

1. The cyclical nature of mining swamps most other value levers
“Rule number one: most things will prove to be cyclical. Rule number two: some of the greatest
opportunities for gain and loss come when other people forget rule number one.” (Marks, 2011)

Mining is a naturally cyclical industry. Economic development drives demand, and because of its capital
intensive nature, supply inevitably lags and this puts pressure on prices. However, because there is
ultimately no shortage of minerals, supply is incentivized (most often too much), and prices revert (and
usually overshoot). The recent China driven boom is just another example of others that have preceded,
and the landing is also likely to be similar. As with the tech boom of the early 2000’s one should be wary
of claims of a “new era” and “structural shifts to higher prices”. The quote above captures this succinctly.
The implication of cycles is that variations in asset prices and therefore business value, tends to swamp all
other forms of value. There is no shortage of examples. The key is to be very sceptical about buying in the
up cycle (Figure 4) as there are rarely bargains to be had, and maintain the financial strength, and
commitment to invest in the down cycle. Paradoxically, investor psychology, is usually to perceive risk when
investing in the down cycle, whereas the opposite is true.
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2. Value is an integrated equation of capital, operating costs and revenue management
“Most investors think quality, as opposed to price is the determinant of whether something is risky… But
high quality assets can be risky, and low quality assets can be safe” (Marks, 2011)

Many mining businesses can be overly consumed with operating costs. This can lead to buying low cost
(i.e. high quality) assets without sufficiently emphasising the entry price, and in operation, running the
business at the lowest possible operating costs without sufficiently emphasizing the value available through
revenue management. Value (and risk) needs seen as an integrated equation of capital (the entry price),
operating efficiency (the cost of operation) and revenue management (the ability to optimise price).
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Figure 4: The cyclical nature of mining swamps most other value drivers

The strong emphasis on operating cost is probably a combination of the sheer mass of leadership and
execution activity in this area, the fact that it is believed to be more controllable than other factors, and
because it is immediately measurable. However, capital expenditure and revenue related decisions are
sometimes not afforded the level of scrutiny and skilled assessment in terms of benefit and risk
commensurate with its value impact, when in many instances this can be larger than operating leverage.
Revenue management in particular in many mining companies is opaque and lack accountability.
Marketing functions are often set up as “clearing houses” and can be prone to adopting discounting
approaches which move product, leaving value on the table. There is a good reason why trading companies
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are currently out-bidding operators in asset acquisitions, and that is because they recognise the value that
is not being realised in the market by some miners.

3. Strategy is more emergent than we believe, so be prepared to grasp opportunity
Strategy researchers (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 2008), and most entrepreneurs recognize that
strategy is heavily emergent. That is, a broad direction is set and key competencies focused on, but the
ultimate strategic pathway is heavily impacted by unpredicted opportunities and business impacts.
To prosper in this environment, businesses need to be “patiently opportunistic”. This means having a
leadership culture which is open and sufficiently agile to act on high value opportunities which emerge. It
also means having the discipline not to act impulsively when opportunities do not meet predetermined
value criteria. Critical to success is a clear view of the intrinsic value of potential assets within the firm’s
field of interest (as broad as possible), with this value being determined using objective external price
scenarios. Patient opportunism also requires having the resources and balance sheet to act - this means
acting on low value high costs options has a major opportunity cost, as this depletes the ability to act when
great opportunities present.

4. Strategy demands external focus and ruthless objectivity, so make the space
All credible strategy starts with an external focus. However organisations naturally tend to become more
in-ward looking over time, and unfortunately this is either exacerbated by good performance (no need to
change, i.e. look externally), or when the business is under severe threat (no time to look externally, just
need to get balance sheet sorted). Also, the sheer weight of operational focus in mining companies tends
to anchor an internal perspective.
The remedy is fairly simple, but often counter cultural. The strategy activity should be given space and the
remit (from the Chairman and CEO) to look externally, and challenge the status quo (including hierarchical
norms) in search of objectivity. It should inform, but not be hard wired to the planning process, which by
necessity is convergent and inward looking. To accommodate effective strategy, some businesses
deliberately separate Executive processes into parallel Op. Co and Strat. Co. processes, with the latter being
infused with more regular external challenge.

5. Be aware of shifting industry business models
Business models in mining are likely to undergo significant change in the next few years. This view is shared
by executives in the industry (Stanway & Andrew, 2013) and tangible signals support this view. For example,
commodity traders (Meersman, Rechtsteiner, & Sharp, 2012) hampered by low returns and possessing
superior market based commercial skills (to miners), are increasingly moving into asset ownership creating
a new category of mining company. Other signals indicating pending business model change include the
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large amount of private equity and sovereign money that is being assembled for investment in the Mining
industry, in anticipation of asset buying opportunities as China slows.
A change in business models through this next industry phase would not be a new phenomenon; in fact it
is to be expected and has happened before. For example, Rio Tinto pioneered asset investment selection
and achieved stellar performance through the lower growth era of the 1980’s and early 90’s, while Xstrata
shifted from a relatively small operator at the turn of the century to a major, diversified mining company
through its strategy of active asset acquisition as demand for resources surged. For their time, both of
these models were innovative, and the respective businesses reaped the benefits.

6. Be aware of shifting industry business models
The business world is littered with examples of companies that saw the future, perhaps ahead of many
others, but became anchored in their current assets and could not make the switch to this future. Kodak
invented the digital camera but stuck with film; Xerox invented the laptop and GUI interface but stuck with
copiers, and the American iron and steel industry was an early partner in Australian and South American
iron ore but stayed at home. One can speculate whether the Australian and Brazilian iron ore producers
will similarly fail to take full advantage of the West African potential.
The message is that the left to its own devices, the dominant existing culture will always tend to prevent
the full development potential of new businesses which are a step change from the current, simply because
these new businesses will always be viewed through existing lenses. Mining companies’ need a divestiture
strategy as well as an acquisition strategy. Also paradoxically companies’ strongest assets may over time,
be a hindrance to diversifying successfully.

7. Align and manage investor expectations
Institutional investors’ dominate the share register of most publically listed mining companies. Post the
GFC these investors have moved, almost in unison, towards a perspective which places a high premium on
cash generation, and which is wary of large capital developments given the associated risk. The reticence
to support large expansions in the mining industry is also fuelled by the fact that many institutional
investors have holdings in each of the major mining companies and are cognoscente of what increased
capacity will do to their investment returns across the sector as a whole.
These sentiments make strategies other than those focused on cost reduction and productivity of existing
assets challenging to sell to shareholders. For an executive to respond slavishly to this pressure and not
fully explore and promulgate value adding, growth opportunities would be an abrogation of responsibility.
It would also probably lead to high value countercyclical opportunities being overlooked in the next few
years and sow the seeds of a continuation of the damaging pro-cyclical behaviour that many companies fall
into.
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8. Match competencies to value creation risk, and maintain through the cycle
Strategy is as much about competencies as it is about choosing direction. For example, to some mining
companies operating in West Africa is seen as high risk, but to others which have developed the
competencies to operate there it is a natural source of value opportunity. To other companies developing
complex Greenfield process plants is seen as high risk, but to others with deep engineering culture this is
seen as a source of opportunity.
There is a tendency to attempt to deal with risk analytically in capital evaluation processes by such
mechanisms as increasing investment hurdle rates by a few percentage points for developing countries, or
allocating increased project contingency for complex greenfield projects. However, in reality, risk is more
binary with a higher spread often asymmetric and incalculable than these analysis techniques would
suggest. That is, if the competency is deeply aligned with the initiative, risk is much lower than assumed
and vice versa.

9. Commercial capability tends to win more often than not
There is a notable list of examples where business who have excelled at operational excellence, have
ultimately ceded significant value in deals with companies with a sharper focus on commercial opportunity,
and particularly market timing.
One only has to look at many of the high profile mergers and acquisitions over the last two decades and
compere the revenue contribution of assets bought to the deal by each side at the time of merger, and the
relative contribution of assets today. There is a consistent pattern, where the revenue contribution today
is far less from the merging party who bought “commercial acumen” to the table compared with the
merging party who bought “operating excellence” to the table. That is, the natural deal makers ultimately
received a far higher relative valuation for their assets at the long term expense of the other share-holders.
The value accretion associated with these examples to the more commercial entities is staggering and
outweighs most other value sources discussed in this paper. It is also therefore highly sensitive. The
conclusion, therefore, is that while operating capability is essential, it is a mining company’s commercial
gaming acumen that will very often determine its value creation success.

10. Specialise for success
The combination of globalization, technology, and aggressive competition is driving the need for companies
to specialise to succeed. That is, very successful companies focus on only a few core competencies where
they can be truly leading. However, the trap that many companies fall into is an expectation of being near
or above benchmark capability across the board, which adds costs, reduces agility, reduces focus, and all
without delivering a value creating advantage.
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There are several questions mining companies therefore need to answer:
-

Where does it have (or is close to having) existing competitive advantage?
Given its strategy, what few additional competencies must it develop?
Is it prepared to make the change required to deliver these new competencies?

Developing and implementing value-creating strategy
Most strategic transformations fail because either the strategy is not appropriate for the challenges faced
(fail to see), or if the strategy is appropriate the business does not act (fail to move), or the business cannot
simply sustain the effort required to achieve transformation (fail to finish). Typical, but non-exhaustive
causes of these failures are outlined in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Typical risks of failure in strategic transformations

Therefore, in addition to the complex intellectual work required to answer the “what” question in relation
to value creation, to achieve success, the business must also deliberately ask, and answer the important
process based “how” questions, related to implementation:
-

How will the strategy be developed (what is the process and the role of key players)?
How will alignment and commitment be achieved within senior leadership team?
How will the critical strategic programs be resourced, designed and delivered?
How will the integrated transformation process be a sustainable program and change managed?
How will strategy be managed dynamically reviewed given the world is not static?

In the end, the “what” and the “how” are hardly divisible – that is; strategy and change are opposite sides
of the same coin.
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Appendix 1: Sources of value in the mining industry

Source

Comment

Greenfield
exploration

This has potentially the highest of all value creating potential. It is also known to be the riskiest,
where net inflows across the industry do not earn a net return. This is why large mining
companies have largely abandoned greenfield exploration, and buy “discovered assets” at an
early stage where value can be added through development and time.
If investing in greenfield exploration, there are generally two alternative pathways, the first
being direct investment in exploration activity, the second being the creation of a venture fund.
Given the inherent risk profile, the latter would seem to be the most appropriate for larger
companies, with the caveat that a hybrid of doing and venturing, can lead to “lowest common
denominator”.

Brownfield
Exploration

This has high value potential, particularly with long life assets. That is, the highest prospectivity
exploration is very often near existing assets. However, existing large businesses in the bulk
commodities very often yield little additional market value for brownfield exploration, unless it
is to “prove up” sustainability of production profiles for the market. This is a very different
equation for precious metals such as Gold and Platinum, where the ore-body is essentially
valued as a “vault in the ground”
Perhaps the biggest opportunity through brownfield exploration is when accompanied with
judicious acquisition. That is, taking advantage of the brownfield expansion options being
undervalued.

Greenfield
Asset
Development

The track record in Greenfield development is one of high risk. For instance, Xstrata has a
publically stated strategy of not investing these developments, believing (with good reason)
that: most value has been realized in the exploration process; large projects inevitably blow out
in capital cost; revenues are inevitably delayed; and success only adds to supply. They believe
that sufficient value (for them) can be achieved through buying assets coupled with brown field
exploration.
For other businesses that are have an exclusively Tier 1 focus, who are less comfortable with
asset trading, and take a very long view of industry structure, Greenfield development is likely
to be the most viable means of securing assets.

Brownfield
Asset
Development

For incumbent producers, large scale Brownfield development is much less risky than
Greenfields, not the least because many infrastructure and stake-holder risks have been mostly
eliminated previously, and the market is well known.
Brownfield asset development can also realize latent value in existing infrastructure, and
provide greater operations optionality
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Trading Assets
(mergers,
acquisition and
divestment)

Acquisitions typically generate value for the buyer if the seller underestimates the inherent
value of their asset (mostly ore-body potential or infrastructure leverage), or the seller does not
have a full appreciation of long term price trend potential, or is forced to sell at a low point in
the cycle thru capital pressure. Transactions therefore are often a win-lose proposition. A
similar but inverse argument can be made for divestments
Acquisitions and divestments can create value for both parties (win-win) if synergies are
significant, for example in basins constrained by infrastructure, or proximity allowing sharing,
but history has shown that these cases are out-weighed by the win-lose examples, mostly
because of the uncertainty associated with future demand and pricing, and the tendency to
overestimate synergies.

Leveraging
Basin &
Infrastructure
Position

This value creating activity almost universally applies to bulks (iron ore, coal, etc.) where product
logistics infrastructure (rail and port) dominates economics, but can also apply to very remote
high value mining where power and supply chain infrastructure are underdeveloped (e.g. gold
mining in Africa).
The basic equation is usually that those with privileged infrastructure positions force low cost
equity acquisition of adjacent ore-bodies which either cannot otherwise be developed, or where
use of existing infrastructure is more economically attractive.

Social and
Political
Leverage

This value source lies at two levels; the most transparently discussed being the “preferred
developer” strategy. In this instance, mining companies focus on building close relationships
with local communities, and demonstrable creation of economic development in these
communities. These relationships can give some companies an advantage in preferential access
of ore-bodies.
Perhaps the lever with more value creation potential, although not transparently discussed, is
when governments with jurisdiction over resources, are leveraged into acquiescence by mining
companies sometimes with the support of their respective National governments. Obviously
the companies with the most leverage, are those with the backing of strong (economically or
militarily) governments. In the 19th Century, Britain and France played this game, and more
recently so has the US, and very recently China.

Strategic
Marketing,
Sales and
Trading

From a short term perspective, about 2 – 5% of revenue is at stake through pricing mechanisms
such as timing contract and spot negotiations, and managing the foreword sold curve. The size
of this value is sufficiently large to encourage traders to buy and hold assets simply for the sales
rights. There are signs that this value is abating through the adoption of indices, although it will
never be fully eliminated, particularly as quality spreads remain opaque.
Over the longer term, strategic market positioning in commodities can add 10’s of percentage
points to revenue. By selecting and aligning with customers where the commodity in question
forms a core and difficult to replace part of their consumption, substantial premiums can be
achieved. The Pilbara Blend in Rio Tinto Iron Ore is a notable example where it achieved a
considerable premium over similar quality ores, precisely because it is the industry base-load.
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It is noted that a new trend is underway where traders, in search of increased return, are
beginning to move aggressively into asset ownership. It therefore expected that this area of
strategic marketing and trading will increasingly become a battleground for value simply
through the entrance of new innovative players.
Technology

Substantial value is created through technology in the mining industry when advancements
either make ore-bodies easier to find (exploration), or lower cost to extract and therefore higher
in value (mining, processing and logistics). It is typically the exploration side which has the more
favorable technology reward/ risk equation, with geo-physics being a fertile area of endeavour.
Oil and gas exploration is a particular case in point. On the extraction side, technology is often
higher risk for two reasons: firstly, changes generally involve large capital, and successful
technology change generally requires multiple proto-types, further increasing capital
commitment.
Ultimately the real value associated with technology developments, is not so much in the
technology itself, but in gaining pre-emptive access to ore-bodies that are either unidentified,
or valorized thru technology shifts.
Substantial, but more incremental, value can be generated through improvement of existing
operational processes, making them more productive.

Leveraging
Operating
Capability

15

The primary source of value in operating capability is in harvesting the inherent potential of an
ore-body, rather than creating new value.
In principle, operating capability can be leveraged into equity partnership with and ore-body
asset owner that does not possess this capability, and requires a partner. In practice however
it is difficult to find examples where this has occurred meaningfully in practice, other than when
connected with other leverage points such as basin or infrastructure position, or social and
political leverage.
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